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A TEACHING TABORATORY FOR PROCESS CONTROL

KJÃströmandABöstberg

ABSTRACT

Department of Automatic Control
Lund lnstitutc of TechnologY

Box 118, 5-221 OO Lund, Sweden
the student numbers involved' The lab schedule is also quite

,igt" *tti"ft means that reliability is another factor'

Laboratory teaching is one possibility to introduce more

realism into control education' This paper describes the

control laboratory and a sequence of experiments that ere

performed in the basic automatic contro¡ courses at Lund

institute of Technology. The laboratory is based on level

control of two cascaded tanks. An Apple Il computer is used

to implement control laws, graphics, and for computer aided

instructions. Four labs of successively increasing complexity

are performed. They include empirical experimentation with Pl

and PID control, modeling and parameter fittin8' design'

implementation and tuning of PID control' antiwindup'
auio-tuning, selector control, state feedback, Kalman filtering
and output feedback.

1, INTRODUCTION

The connection between theory and practice is one of the

most difficult things to teach in engineering' This problem is

particularly accentuated in automatic control where there

often is a high level of ebstraction' We have for many years

been experimenting with diff erent techniques such as

demonstrations, projects, special laboratory courses etc" to

overcome the difficulties. Atl students who take a control
should have hands on experience of how control system

actually behave. About four years ago we started to develop a

,r"* p.o"uss control laboratory' The laboratory is integrated

into ihe basic course in automatic control which is taken by

all students in chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering'

applied physics and computer science at our university' The

t"úor"to.y- t't"t also been used in extension courses for
outside engineers that we give regularly' The laboratory has

now been iunning for two years' Since the experiences have

been very good we believe it is worthwhile to present them to

a wider audience.

The basic course in automatic control covers the essentials of

i""a¡""t from the input-output as well as the state space point

;ï;;: l* Ät,.ot (1976)' The laboratorv, is intesrated in

;h" 
-;;ti" 

course. Thii was the only way to inciude a lab

because of the competition for classhours with the other

ããp".i."",t. The labs are synchronized-with the lectures and

iÀå-p.our"rn solving sessions' Four laboratory experiments

"i" 
*"¿" by each student' Time scheduling demands require

that all students can go through the labs in a short timc

på.ì.ã'-r" .". ""r"' 
We run each lab in three four-hours

,hif,, p". day for two weeks' The students sign up for the

""",f"Ui" 
time slots. We have currently six lab set ups and we

allow two students per set up' The synchronization of the lab

*iit ,t " 
lectures and the problem solving sessions is good

pedagogically. lt gives practical demonslralions of concepts and

lfr"..i* "r,a 
practical problems which, can be used as

åotirr"tion, foi theory development' lt also forces the

,i.rã"rr,, to review their- knowledge to prepare for the lab'

Because of the large numbers involved it is neccssary to havc

ir".,v ,"*po.ary teaching assistants' This poses problems with

."tp"* to education of ihe teaching assistants to ensure that

ii"'.lgtt, message is delivered' We have a detailed lab

i.""oiåiil, 1"" -Ar,.ti- and östberg (1984)' which !"b
assistantsmustfollow.Therearealsoproblemsinensuring
that the students are properly prepared' so-mc novel thinking

or, ìn" p."o"ration of lab reports have also been madc'

3. THE LAB EQUIPMENT

Considerable thought was given to the choicc of

Requirements on a good laboratory experiment for

".rg-irru".ittg 
have been formulated by Balchen et al

These requirements include:

proC'-js.
control
(1e82).

2. GOALS CONSTRAINTS AND ORGANIZATION

The purpose of the leboratory is to demonstrate a number of

ideas like:
The concePt of feedback.
How simPle feedback systems work'
Effects of disturbances and measurement errors'
When is a control Problem easY?

Process modeling.
Simple control design techniques'
State feedback, Kalman filtering and combinations'
Microcomputer implementation of regulators'

These topics are also covered cxtensively in our basic course'

The large number of students' limited costs' and limited course

time are the major constraints' Last academic year the lab

;;; ;i;"" to ¿bo students' Each student can devote l6
classh-ourstothelab,Sincethistimeisfairlylimiteditposes
constraint on good human engineering'

Costs are a major concern, This applies to investment in
equipment as well as the running costs which are mostly

rn"npo*"t. Multiple laboralory setups are required because of

It should demonstrate important ideas

tt should reflect relevant practical problems

tt should have suitable time scates

It should give visual and acoustic sensations
It should be non hazardous
It should be inexpensive to makc and run

In our case the exPeriments have to bc performed by many

students with a wide variety of backgrounds' tt was therefore

crucial that the p.o"u,' dynamics is csscntially self

explanatory.

After considerable discussion and preliminary experimentation

ii *", a"ciaed to choose a simple level control cxperiment.

itris sat¡sties all requirements Siven abovc and the dynamics

is also easily understood' Level control experiments havc also

beenrunsuccessfullyusedforalongtimeinmanycontrol
laboratories,see€.8.Shinskey(1971).Havingdecidedona
pto""r, form we also looked at commercially availablc

ãq,rip.urrt, see e.g. Wellstead (1979)' The available processes

".rL.å 
,rot satisfactãry for two reasons' overly simple dynamics

and inadequate instrumentation' We therefore decided to make

our own equiPment.

4380



Fi¡ure 1 - The laboratory system

The system used is shown in Figure l. lt consists of two
cascaded tanks, made of transparent plexiglass, a sump and a

pump. The pump is a high quality gearpump driven by a

velocity controlled DC motor. The same pump is used in
dialysis machines. We have also buitt the electronics which
convert a standard O-1O V DC signal to pump speed. The tank
levels are measured by capacitive sensors. The sensor signals
are converted to standerd 0-10 V DC signals proportional to

the levels. The electronics is stable so that Sood celibration
coefficients can be given to the students.

The process design allows students to see directly what is

happening. The levels are easily visible. Since the water inlet
is tílted the inflow can be judged visually. Disturbances are
easily introduced simply by adding water to the tenks from a

pilcher, and by opening an extra outlet in the upper tank with
a manual valve. Measurement noise can be simulated by
btowing air into the tanks through a small tube-

Time scales - Considerable thought was given to the choice of
time constants. The process should be slow enough so that
the students can see what is happening but it should not be so

slow that it is boring. The tanks are designed so thãt it takes
90 seconds to empty a tank and about 3O seconds to fill a tank
when the pump motor is running at full speed. A further
consideration is that we wanted to make the process slow
enough to favor thinking and computing over pure
ex pe rime ntetion.

The PC - tt is necessary to have control equipmcnt and
recorders. We decided at an early stage to use a personal
computer for these functions. one reason was thet we wanted
to introduce digital control from thê start. After considering
available systems we decided to us€ an Apple ll. This was one
of the cheapest, most commonly used computers with
reasonable graphics and a wide choicc of interface boards.
Some preliminary experimentation showed that the relatively
poor graphics resolution was adequate' An interface card
from Mountain hardware was chosen for AD and DA
conversion. This board gives a resolution of 8 bits' which is
good enough for our purposes. The low resolution also gives
measurement noise in a natural way. A clock card UTIM by
U'Microcomputers Ltd. was chosen. This board has the
advantage that it does not require a battery' The choice of
computer was a good one. When we expanded thc lab we werc
able to get second hand machines very cheaply.

All programming was done in compited Applesoft Basic. A
drawback is that it is not easy to write well structured
readable programs. Two character identifiers ere not
sufficient for readability. Some care in the careful
programming ensures that ell programs can be run at a
sampling rate of at least 10 Hz, which is sufficient.

4. THE EXPERIMENTS

In this section we will briefly describe the exp€riments
performed.

Exoeriment 1

The goal of the first experiment is to providc cmpirical
experience of simple feedback control. This experiment is

scheduled in the second week of the course when the students
have had an introductory lecture on automatic control. The
students start by exploring the system. They make Process
diagrams and block diagrams, and continue with simple
experiments with manuel and automatic control of the tank
levels. tn particular, they are asked to explore P and Pl

control of the upper tank including set poit"lt changes and load
disturbances. They are also required to write down their
observations particulari¡y the numerical values of reasonable
regulator parameters and step response, static error' etc..

To perform the experiment the students run a pre-programed
PID regulator. The screen menu for the first experiment is

shown in Figure 2. The different entries are largely
self-explanatory. This menu is shown when the system is

initiated and different options are chosen by typing the
corresponding letter. When the control options are selected
the system switches to graphic mode. The process inputs and
outputs are then displayed as shown in Figure 3. The system
relurns to the menu when any key is pressed. Thc regulator
output is then frozen.

Some of the details of the PID algorithm are hidden in the
unseen program algorithm, such as how we avoid integral
windup, oversensitivity to measurement noise, etc.. At this
stage the students see the control as an ideal textbook PID

regulator.

*tl*tlll*lilttt*Ù*t*lttt
¡ PID REGUL TOR t
tttr*lt+t**ltlt*lf ltt*tl

ALTER CONFIGURATIOH
ALTER PARAHETERS

I{ANUAL CONTROL

AUTOI{ATIC CO}TTROL

IIARD COPY

STORE

QUIT

Fisure 2 - Menu for the simple PID regulator

I lle
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Fiqure 3 - Process inputs and outputs when thc upp€r tank is
controlled by a proportional regulator.
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Experiment 2

The purpose of th€ second Gxp€riment is to
mathematical modeling and to demonstrate thal
parameters can be computed from a process model'

Modelins Mass balances for the tanks give:

r dh-

l#--cr,Æãñr+Êu
I
I ¿r'^

[ #. "t@t - "rJffi,
where h. and h^ are the levels in thc first and sccond tank

respectivLly, o.'and câ are the ratios between thc effectivc
outiet areas anå the créss sections A of the tanks and

k
a--gtsA

practice
regulator

rJ

I

B t6É

Fiqure 4 - The upper tank is controlled by a Pl regulator

The dynamics of the upper tank is just a first order lag. Such
e process is very easy to control. The gain is limited by the
measurement noise. Since both the AD and the DA converter
have a resolution of 8 bits it follows that the highest
proportional gain is 255. With this gain one bit of the AD
converter gives full swing in the output. Figure 3 shows the
performance of a regulator with gain 5 with load
disturbances. There are bias errors as expected. Figure 4
shows the response of a PI regulator.

It is considerably more difficult to control the level in the
lower tank. Proportional control gives a large steady state
error. Figure 5 shows the performance of a proportional
regulator with gain 5. A PI regulator will not work either,
because derivative action is needed to piovide reasonable

damping. The students discover these properties empirically
by experimentetion. Because of the intentionally long time

constants there will also be a bit of impatiencc when
experimenting with the lower tank. lt gives motivation to use

raiional tuning procedures. When controlling the lower tank
the largest gain is determined by the process dynamics'

tn summary the first experiment scrves to familiarizc the

students with a simple feedback loop and the characteristics of
P, PI and PtD control. They should also become familiar with
effects of measurement noise, load disturbances and set point

changes. They will also obtein reasonable numerical values for
the iegulator parameters for reference in the following
experiments.

Firure 5
regu¡ator

200
The lower tank controllcd bY a proportional

electronics is designed so that the Pump specd is Proportional
to the input voltâge of the amplifier. The aclual parameter
values differ a tittle between the different lab stations.

Determination of the oarameters - The parameter p can bc

determined by blocking the outlet of thc upþêr tank and

measuring the time it takes for the lcvel to rise from h¿ to fu
for a given motor voltage u^. Thc paremeter c can then be

determined by filling the tank" and measuring the time it takes

for the tevel to sink from h,. to hr. Therc ar¿ menu driven
programs which assist in deteîminin"g the parameters'

Linearized Models - The linearized proccss dynamics can bc

described by the transfer functions-

Ht (s) koTt

-rg

U(t) 1+sTl

H2(s ) kot,
üTÐ- = Tî.'ÐIET

where

constant which relates pump flow to thc
the pump motor electronics. Thc drive

í - 1,2 [t]

where k is the
drive vJftage of

A
T

/;"
JT'a.I

É

and

kkm c - -Lk -'i'- ls-lp^
?

The parameter k- [mr/Vst is the pump gain and k" [Vlml thc
celibretion conståät for the lcvel sensor'

Thc lincar models witt bc valid as long as thcrc is no overflow
and as long as the pump does not saturatc' Thc exprcssions
for the time constants show how much thc dynamics varies
with the levels.

Control Desisn - Having obtained the modcls ¡t is straight
forward to carry out thc control design. Since the dynamics

of the upper tank is described by a first order dynamics it is

sufficieni to have a Pl regulator. The peremeters of such a

regulator can be found by polc placcment' Thc desircd
characteristic equation is then chosen as

,2*2çr, *12'o

Mathematicatly it is possible to choose any value of thc closcd

toop bandwidift .. n high value of ¡¡ will howcver givc a high
gain. In the first expcrimcnt it was found empirically that thQ

lain was in fact limited by th€ meesur€menl noisc' This will
thus in practice limit thc achicvablc bandwidth'

0
I

0 lr000
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To design a control system for level control of the lower tank

i,- ¡, tiit, observed thåt the system is of second order' To

control the system welt it is ctear that a PD regulator is

r"õ"i."d. To ånsure that there are no steady state errors it

i, å"""rt".y to include integral action' The closed loop system

isthusofthirdorder.TheparãmetersofaPlDresulatorcan
be ãetermined by pole-pl"""."ttt design' The desired closed

loop polYnomial is

(s + a,) (s 2* 2çrs + r.r2¡ - 6

The modeling and the control design are discussed in problem

sotving ,urtiottt before the experiment' The students are

ruq"iri¿ to bring the results of the design calculations to the

experiment.

Thcstudenthavetocalculatecontrolparametcrsbychoosing
different values of c, ç and r¡ and then investigatc thc clos€d

iãop tyt,"-t obtained. The control design described requires

,o-l" äffo., in modeling ånd control design' To show thc

stuaents that it is possible to get in the ball park with

consiaera¡telessefforttheyareatsorequestedtoapplythc
Ziegler Nichols step responie method to tune.a PID controller
io."f"rr"l control oi th" to*". tank' This resu¡ts in closed loop

systems which are much more oscillatory than the on€s

oüt"irrud by the more elaboråte pole placeroent method'

Summarv - The message of this experiment is that it is

ffi-, ro.*ard to obtaln good regulators if a model of the

pi"lätt is available. ¡t is also shown how a model can bc

obtained.

Exoeriment 3

Several important details of the PID algorithm have been

ftia¿"" in the previous experiment' The purpose of this

l*p"rit""t is tå exhibit these details and to provid€ th€

kntwledge neccssary to implement contro¡ laws using digital

computers.

The first issue is how to approach digital control' A simple

"pp..""ft 
is taken in the introductory course' Most analysis is

ãã-"" i" continuous time. The control laws arc derived in
continuoustimeform.Discrctetimcsystemsarcintroduced
ti-ply via difference approximations' --A littlc difference

a;;ü." rheory is introduced to altow a discussion of srãbility

oi aigi,"t atgorithms. tt is also emphasized that such ân

approåch wili often work well if wc can sample fast but also

t¡åt *c can do better by learning morc ebout digital control,

see Âström and Wittenmark (198a)'

Another point that we emphasize is thc usefulness of a digital

computer' in other respects besides Purc control tasks'

lnclusion of design calculations in the regulâQor code is a

ivpì""r "t"-ple. 
Another thing we can do is to make a

setf-tuning PID regulalor'

Three programs arc us€d for the €xpcriment' Thc first

;;;;J pËt is a Pl resulator for a first order svstem with

[.riti in design calculations' Thc program inputs are thc

parameters of th" transfer function and specifications in
[e.m, of o and ç' The students are asked to control the level

of the upper tank using this program and to explore

e ð
d

0
IH

'|

0
t:l l:t 0 200

2 0

400

1.00

U 1ü[r

a çÊ
1

t¡t

I

0
I

0
0.! 0 t:l

Fiqurc 6 - Pl control of thc uppcr tenk with and without
coÍtrp€nsation for windup

.¡rrt.ro

,t383

Fiqurc 7 - PID control of thc uppcr tank whcrc thc high

iãc""".y derivativc gain is 5 and 50'



consequences of different choices of pole placement. They are
also reqr¡ested to investigate the sensitivity to modeling errors
by introducing wrong data for the process parameters.

The phenomena of integrator windup is also illustrated. How
to avoid windup by back calculation is discussed in detail.
Figure 6 illustrates windup and control with a Pl regulator
having antiwindup.

A similar program PIDS2 for PID control of the lower tank is
then used to perform analogous experiments with level control
of the lower tank.

The details of the digital implementation of a PID algorithm are
discussed. This includes limitation of the high frequency
derivative gain. lllustration of different high frequency
derivative gains with level control of the lower tank is shown
i Fig 7. The necessity to have backward differences when
approximating the derivative part is demonstrated. The choice
of sampling rates are also conveniently explored using the
program PlSl. In particular it is shown that the sampling rate
is closely related to the choice of closed loop bandwidth.

The last program AUTOTUNE is ã program to tune the
parameters of a PID controller, see Ãström and Hägglund
(1984). The students have to compare these results with the
results obtained from other design methods.

The computer hardware necessãry for control is also
discussed. This includes input output programming which are
very simple on the Appte ll which has memory mapped io'
The students are requested to write a small Basic program for
control.

Experiment 4

The purpose of the last experiment is to illustrate state

feedback, Kalman filtering end output feedback via combination
of state feedback and Kalman filtering. The experiments are
carried out using one menu driven progrâm with three
options, SFBS2 which performs state feedback for a general
second order system, KALMAN for the Kalman filter and

OFBS2 which performs output feedback for a second order
system. There are submenus for each of these tasks'

State Feedback - In this experiment the levels of both tanks
are controlled using state feedback from both level
measurements. The feedback law is giv€n by

u(t) = ur(rr-hr) + tr{':--n"|.* } /{.-r'r)a'}

The reference signal is r. Integral action has been added to
make sure that there are no steady state errors in the level
of the second tank. The feedback gains are determined in such
a way that the closed loop system has the characteristic
polynomial

(s2 + 2ços * ,2¡ ¡, + co) o o

Figure I shows the response of state feedback. The
performance of the state feedback for small perturbations is
comparable with PID control using measurements of the lower
tank only. The major difference is that there is less variation
of the control variable with the state feedback.

Selectors - When the level of the lower tank is controlled by
PID control from measurements of the lower level, the upper
tank can overflow for large set point changes. This can be
avoided with state feedback because the level in the upper
tank is measured. A minimum selector is introduced in the
algorithm to achieve this. The selector simply measures the
deviation of the level in the upper tank from the flooding
level. It switches to level control of the upp€r tank when the
level in the upper tank becomes too high.

lfr

200 /.00

Fiqure I - The level in the lower tank is controlled by statc
feedback

Kalman Filterinq - tn the Kalman filtering experiment the pump
is controlled manually. The level in the upper tank is
determined from measurements of the level in the lower tank
and the process model.

The Kalman filter is described bY

3+ = [": ":]' . [i:] " . I i:] ( v - ñz)

where the gains are determined in such a way that thc
characteristic equation is given by

ao
s-+2çt¡s+t¡-=0

To implement the Kalman filter the dif ferentials are simply
replaced by differences. Since the process dynamics is
nonlinear the linear approximation which the Kalman filter is

based on is only valid in a region around the linearization
point. The properties of the Kalman filter are iìlustrated in
Figure 9 which shows the input signal u' thc estimated level
and the true meesured level in the upper tank.

0
I

0
0

ItEdl

r:r fr

I €1É

Figure 9 - Estimãtion of lhe level in the upper tank using a
Kalman filter.
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nt.

200 /.00

Fieure 10 - Results from control based on state feedback and

Kalman filtering'

5. EXPERIENCES

Combinetion of Stete Feedback and. KelFan Filterinq- Output

f""db*k """ 
b" .btained by combining the state feedback with

a Kalman filter. Because of the separation theorem the

farameters obtained in the previous experiments can be used'

ïhe resulting regulator is comparable to the simple PID

regulator based on measurement of the tower level only' The

more complex system can however avoid flooding of the

upper tank. It is elso tess sensitive to measurement noise' see

Figure 10.

Each lab begins with a quizz on the assigncd homework' The

lab assistant varies problems from lab to lab' These problems

"o"u. 
tft" theoretical part of the lab' The assistant picks out

i*å-p.oUtutt for the test, eg' to draw a Bode diagram from a

gi""i- i.""tf"r function and linearize a given equation' To

avoid unnecessary use of valuable lab time' the assistant

checks homework during the test' Students who are not

pr"O".l" prepared are sent home' It is quite important that

ihe students have prepared themselves otherwise they will not

g"i iit" message and they will take too much valuable time

i.orn the other students' Sending home one or two

urrp."p"."¿ students at the beginning of a lab seems to yield

i.åuaì"t" resulrs in the quality of the lab preparation in

future labs.

After the quizz we have a short introduclion' where slides

"." 
trua tå summarize the goals and the exercises of the

"*p".it"nt. 
During this information the students start to

concentrate on the lab'

Students get exposed to working with practical control

;;;;i;;t ii-' tr'" ttu. We have found it favourable lo let them

iork in pairs. this helps in doing the double-checking of

caculationi, numbers etc' that are so essential in practical

work. It also promotes discussions'

Since the setups are easy to handle the assistant does not

i""l ,. tp""d his/her time explaining the equipment' Instead

he/sfre ""r, ,r" 
thå valuable time to discuss the exercises and

ttrá-p.oUf"rnt with the students' At the same time he/she can

"n""ta 
tt ", 

the students do all their exercises and make

properly notes-

d

0
I

0
0

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have had very good experiences of the process control

i"Uo."ro.y. It has been very useful in establishing the

"on.r""tiottt 
between theory and practice of automatic control

andtodemonstratesomeoftheimportantpracticalaspectsof
control that are not covered in normal courses' The lab has

Uã"" "".V 
well received by many different student categories'

The fact ih"t tt" dynamics is essentially self-explanatory is an

irnfo.r"rr, factor' The availability of good teaching material has

been critical to efficient teeching'

Each lab is coordinated by one supervisory essistant' who

prepares the lab and supervises the other lãb essistants'

ir"¡rtre has to draw up the time schedules and make sure that

there is a lab assistant in each lab. The time schedule has to
be available to the students two weeks before the start of the

laborations. Our current lab allows 15 lab sessions per week

as wes discussed in section 2. We have actualty run it with
13 sessions Per week.

We want to give the same messege to all the students in spitc

of lhe fact that there are different laboratory assistants'
Special lab teaching material is therefore given to the

aisistants in form of slides, exercises for the tab tests and a

special lab handbook. This handbook contains the regular lab

material, answers with explanations, equations and calculations'
notes, figures and practical hints' The teacher and the lab

assistants meet once or twice before the lab to prepare and

discuss the problems.

The students have their own tab manual which contains an

introduction, instructions for the four experiments ' an

introduction to Applesoft Basic and tables for documentation
of important.utrriti. It is practical to have a handbook which
incluåes all the experiments' The students then have all their
notes and results available in one place for easy reference in
subsequent labs or during a problem solving session'

The students are required to prepare for the experiments'
This demands coordination between lectures, problem solving
sessions and the lab. As preparation for the second lab' for
example, students make a methematical morögl of the two
cascùud tanks and then linearize them. The preparations also
include studies of relevant theory and a review of the earlier
labs.
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